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 [BokJi TV News] We invite you to a stage of hope … The 22nd Dream Seeds Concert 
 
The orchestra stops for a moment when the pianist’s fingertips play Mozart’s piano concerto. The 
cooperative performance that continues once again evokes the sensation of the audience. 
 
On August 19, the Dream Seeds Concert, which presents the gift of dream and hope to talented and 
passionate disabled and non-disabled youths, was held at the KT Chamber Hall. 
 
The Dream Seeds Concert, which started in 2005 with the intention of granting aspirational dreams to 
individuals facing difficulties by actualizing one’s talents, has marked its 10th anniversary this year. 
 
Up until now, more than 250 musical performers have participated and displayed their talents as much as 
they pleased in their own fields. 
 
A volunteer organization Aewon, who has hosted the Dream Seeds Concert for more than 10 years, 
announced that they will continue to help the dream seeds, who are developing their talents, to find the 
way to realize their creative dreams. 
 
Chairman Julia Hoon Sook Moon / Volunteer Organization Aewon 
 
“We find it truly rewarding to see our participants communicate, pursue happiness and enhance their lives 
through music. We are willing to continue our unstinting effort to develop their dreams and become their 
hope in creating a better life through the Dream Seeds Concert.” 



 
[Newsis] ‘Dream Seeds Concert’ Ends in Success 
 

 
 
On August 19, the “Dream Seeds Concert,” hosted by a voluntary service corporation Aewon, was held in 
KT Chamber Hall in Seoul. 
 
The “Dream Seeds Concert” is a culture and arts welfare program designed to help disabled and non-
disabled youths who have artistic talents and passions, but face social and financial barriers to realizing 
their dreams, by providing them with a high-profile stage for their performances 
 
 


